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Abstract 23 

Social communication in most mammals is mediated by chemosignals, collected by active 24 

sniffing and detected mainly by the vomeronasal organ (VNO). In reptiles, however, 25 

chemosignals are delivered to the VNO through the oral cavity via the nasopalatine ducts 26 

(NPDs) – two direct passageways connecting the nasal and the oral cavities. While the 27 

structure of the NPDs is highly conserved across terrestrial vertebrate, it is unclear whether 28 

they retain any functional role in mammalian chemosignaling. Here we assess the role of 29 

the mouse NPDs in VNO function and associated behavioral responses. By reconstructing 30 

the 3D morphological architecture of the mouse snout using micro CT, we identify a net 31 

of micro-tunnels forming a direct passageway connecting the NPDs to the nasal cavity and 32 

the vomeronasal organ. We further demonstrate that physical obstruction of the NPDs 33 

destructs VNO clearance, and reduces chemosignaling-evoked neuronal activation in the 34 

medial amygdala. Obstruction of the NPDs also impaired the innate male preference for 35 

female chemosignals as well as social approach behavior, indicating the crucial role of the 36 

murine nasopalatine ducts in pheromone sensing.   37 

 38 

 39 
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Introduction 42 

It is well accepted that the vomeronasal organ (VNO) plays a key role in perceiving 43 

sex-specific and species-specific chemical signals (Bear et al 2016, Dulac & Torello 2003, 44 

Halpern & Martinez-Marcos 2003, Isogai et al 2011, Keverne 1999, Kimchi et al 2007, 45 

Marom et al 2019, Stowers et al 2002). In most animal species, VNO-mediated signals 46 

regulate a variety of innate behaviors crucial for the survival of the individual and the 47 

species (Baum & Kelliher 2009, Bielsky & Young 2004, Brennan & Zufall 2006, Chamero 48 

et al 2007, Grinevich & Stoop 2018, Haga et al 2010, Papes et al 2010). An accumulating 49 

body of evidence reported that the mammalian VNO opens into the nasal cavity through a 50 

sole opening in its anterior end. Thus, chemosignals are thought to reach the VNO through 51 

the nostrils, by active sniffing (Dulac & Torello 2003, Vaccarezza et al 1981), while the 52 

VNO itself serves as an active pump to guide soluble molecules into its epithelium  (Eccles 53 

1982, Meredith 1994). Yet, a full characterization of how chemosignals reach the VNO is 54 

still missing. 55 

In the chemosignaling system of reptiles, molecules are known to reach the VNO 56 

not through the nose, but rather through the mouth - via two fine tubular structures termed 57 

the nasopalatine ducts (NPDs). These ducts create a direct and continuous passage between 58 

the nasal and oral cavities, and present high evolutionary conservation across terrestrial 59 

vertebrate species (Shimp et al 2003, Wohrmann-Repenning 1980, Wohrmann-Repenning 60 

1993). Felids and ungulates, for example, utilize the NPDs for pheromone transfer to the 61 

VNO by performing the distinct “flehmen” behavior, in which an animal curls back its 62 

upper lip exposing its front teeth and inhales, with the nostrils usually closed (Stahlbaum 63 

& Houpt 1989). Despite the fact that the NPDs are clearly present in most mammalian 64 

species (Jacob et al 2000, Shimp et al 2003), their role in mammalian chemosignaling and 65 

related behaviors has been usually overlooked, and the few studies which explored their 66 

functions yielded inconclusive results (Mackaysim & Rose 1986, Meredith 1991). 67 

Furthermore, flehmen behavior was not observed in small rodents such as mice and rats. 68 

Consequently, chemosignaling in mammals is still generally considered a “nasal” property, 69 

and there is uncertainty as to whether, and how, the NPDs are involved in this process.     70 

In the present study, we explored the mechanism that enables influx of 71 

chemosignals to the mammalian VNO while looking beyond the common roles of the 72 
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olfactory systems, and focusing on the importance of the nasopalatine ducts and the oral 73 

cavity. Considering their location and evolutionary functions, we hypothesized that the 74 

nasopalatine ducts are in fact an essential component of the mammalian chemosignaling 75 

system and facilitate substance flow to this organ.  76 

Using high-resolution micro-computerized tomography (CT), together with in-vivo 77 

florescent tracing, we explored the flow path of liquid-borne compounds to the 78 

vomeronasal neuroepithelium. By permanently obstructing the oral openings of the NPDs, 79 

we examined their role in chemosignals-evoked neuronal activity, as well as in VNO-80 

mediated innate behaviors. Using these multidisciplinary approaches, we demonstrate that 81 

the NPDs in rodents are not solely evolutionary remnant anatomical structures, but rather 82 

a key element in the biomechanical structure that allows constant pumping of chemosignals 83 

into the mammalian VNO and enables chemosignaling detection.  84 
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Materials and methods 85 

Animals 86 

Mature, sexually naïve, male C57BL/6 mice (Harlan Laboratories, Israel) were 87 

used in this study. Mice were maintained on a reverse 12/12 hours light/dark cycle, with 88 

food and water ad libitum. All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional 89 

Animal Care and Use Committee of the Weizmann Institute of Science. 90 

Micro-CT  91 

Mice were sacrificed and the oral openings of their NPDs were filled with radio 92 

opaque light curing hybrid composite with flowable viscosity (FLOWline, Heraeus Kulzer, 93 

Inc, IN, USA), in order to allow clear vision of the location and structure of the ducts in 94 

the micro-CT scan. The upper jaw of the mice was then removed and placed overnight in 95 

4% paraformaldehyde fixative solution (PFA). Following fixation, samples were stained 96 

for 48 hours in Lugol solution (10g KI and 5g I2 in 100ml water) diluted 1:4 in DDW to 97 

generate an isotonic medium which minimizes the shrinkage of the soft tissue (Degenhardt 98 

et al 2010, Kelly 1961). Samples were then immobilized and sealed in a cylindrical holder 99 

made of polycarbonate. In order to avoid excessive tissue drying during the measurement, 100 

a small piece of wet cloth was placed at the bottom of the holder. This ensured water vapor 101 

saturated atmosphere around the sample for the whole duration of the experiment (about 102 

30 hours). The holder was then firmly inserted into the sample support of the micro-CT 103 

instrument (Micro XCT-400, Xradia Ltd, California, USA). For the micro-CT scan, we set 104 

the X-ray source at 40KV and 200µA and took projection images with an objective having 105 

a nominal magnification of 0.5x. The scan included 6,000 such images taken with five 106 

seconds exposure time. No source filter was used. After volume reconstruction (done by 107 

the XRadia software which uses the Feldkamp algorithm for filtered back projection), we 108 

obtained final 3D images with 10µm resolution. Further image analysis was performed 109 

using Avizo software package (VSG Ltd, Bordeaux, France). 110 

Nasopalatine ducts blocking   111 
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Mice were randomly divided into experiment group (blocked) and sham operated 112 

group (sham). Animals were deeply anesthetized using Ketamine (100mg/kg) /Xylazine 113 

(23mg/kg), placed on their back, and their lower jaw was gently opened. A standard 114 

surgical cautery system (Gemini cautery kit, SouthPointe Surgical Supply Inc, Florida, 115 

USA) was used to block the oral entrance to the NPDs in the blocked group. Specifically, 116 

the heated tip of the cautery forceps (0.4mm in diameter) was placed at the entrance of 117 

each duct in the upper palate of the mouse, and cauterization was applied until adhesion of 118 

the tissue was visually observed (~500msec). In the sham group, the cautery forceps were 119 

placed on the upper palate just below the entrance to the ducts, and cauterization was 120 

applied as in the blocked group. Animals were monitored daily following the procedure 121 

and allowed 2-3 weeks to recover before the onset of experiments.  122 

Confirmation of NPDs obstruction  123 

For visual confirmation, Animals were anesthetized as described above. The NPDs 124 

openings where carefully examined under a binocular microscope (Nikon SMZ 745T) and 125 

photographed. For histological conformation, mice were sacrificed at the end of the 126 

experiment and their upper jaw was removed and placed in 4% PFA for a period of 7-days. 127 

Following fixation, the tissue was placed in 10% EDTA solution in room temperature for 128 

10 days to allow decalcification (solution was changed every 3 days). The tissue was then 129 

washed in distilled water for two hours and in 50% ethanol for 30 minutes, before being 130 

embedded in paraffin. Coronal sections (7µm) of the complete palate and nasal cavity of 131 

each mouse were serially cut and mounted onto glass slides. The slices were stained using 132 

standard Hematoxylin-Eosin protocol (Burck 1973), and were examined to confirm closure 133 

of the ducts.  Mice with two or more consecutive slices where the entrance to the ducts was 134 

not fully blocked were excluded from the analysis. 135 

Florescence dye assay 136 

A 10µM rhodamine B solution (Sigma Laboratories) was freshly made at the 137 

beginning of each experiment week, and kept in 4°C, in dark condition, for a maximum 138 

of 7 days. Experimental mice from both groups (blocked, sham) were gently held in place 139 

and a total of 3µl of dye-mixture solution was gradually applied to their left nostril while 140 
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allowing the mice to freely sniff the solution. Additional control group (blank) was 141 

comprised of sham mice that did not receive any stimulus, and used to quantify baseline 142 

autoflorescence levels in untreated VNO. Immediately after the dye-stimulus mixture was 143 

delivered, mice were euthanized, and their upper jaw was extracted and washed in 0.1M 144 

PBS solution. The upper palate was then removed, and the vomeronasal organ (VNO) 145 

was extracted bilaterally and washed with PBS. For measurement of florescence 146 

intensity, images of both side of each VNO were taken using a florescence 147 

stereomicroscope (Leica MZ FL III, Leica, Switzerland).  Measurements of florescence 148 

were assessed using ImagePro Plus software (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA). 149 

Mean optical density values were separately extracted for each side of each VNO, and 150 

then averaged to receive a single optical density value per mouse.  151 

Behavioral assays 152 

Olfactory preference tests 153 

Mice were individually housed for 1-2 weeks before initiation of behavioral trials. 154 

Prior to each experiment, pre-tests were conducted to exclude side preference in the testing 155 

apparatuses / home cage. At the beginning of each experiment day, animals were moved 156 

to the experiment room and allowed at least 1 hour to acclimate. For the odor preference 157 

assay, two applicators with cotton tips containing the different stimuli were attached to 158 

opposite walls of the home cage. On the first day of the experiment, mice were presented 159 

with one “control stimulus” (saline) and one “social/neutral odor stimulus” (200µl, 160 

male/female urine for social odor or banana/cinnamon for neutral odor); on the following 161 

day, mice were presented with one “control stimulus”, and the complementary 162 

“social/neutral odor stimulus”. Predator, vaginal secretion and saliva preference assays 163 

were conducted using a 3-chamber apparatus as previously described (Beny-Shefer et al 164 

2017, Beny & Kimchi 2016, Karvat & Kimchi 2013, Zilkha et al 2017). Briefly, the 165 

apparatus is comprised of a polycarbonate box (70×24×29 cm) with partitions dividing the 166 

box into three chambers: a center chamber (15×24×29 cm) and two main chambers 167 

(25×24×29 cm). The partitions have retractable doorways (6.5×6.5 cm) allowing the 168 

animal to freely move between the chambers. Mice were allowed 10 minutes habituation 169 

to the setup, following which a social stimulus and a control stimulus were presented in the 170 
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opposite main chambers. Mice were then allowed 10 minute to freely explore the apparatus. 171 

Olfactory investigation behavior was recorded using digital video cameras for later 172 

behavioral analysis. Social stimuli were as followed: for predator signals, soiled rat 173 

bedding was placed in a polycarbonate cup (5cm height X 7.5cm diameter). Saliva (100µl) 174 

and vaginal secretion (50µl) stimuli were presented on microscope slides attached to the 175 

chambers’ floor. The nature of the odor stimuli and the presentation sides were counter-176 

balanced between mice. All tests were performed during the dark phase and under dim red 177 

light. Sniffing duration for each stimuli were analyzed using the Observer XT and 178 

Ethovision XT softwares (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands 179 

Noldus). Mice with total sniffing time of less than 5% of overall experiment duration were 180 

excluded from the analysis. Absolute sniffing durations of each stimulus were calculated 181 

per mouse by subtracting time spent sniffing the control stimulus (e.g: female exploration 182 

= duration sniffing female urine (sec) – duration sniffing saline (sec)).  183 

For urine stimuli, fresh urine was collected from 8-10 adult male or female 184 

C57BL/6J mice. Stimuli were kept in −80°C until use. Urine stimuli were diluted 1:1 by 185 

volume with saline. For control stimulus, standard saline solution was used. For predator 186 

stimuli, soiled rat bedding was collected from an adult Wistar rats cage, while the same 187 

amount of clean bedding was used as control stimulus. Saliva stimuli were collected from 188 

15 adult male and 15 adult female C57BL/6J mice. Mice were anesthetized using Ketamine 189 

(100mg/kg) /Xylazine (23mg/kg) and exacerbated saliva secretion was induced via 190 

Polocarpine injection (0.025%, 100 µl, i.p.). Female saliva was diluted 2:3 by volume with 191 

saline, and standard saline solution was used as control stimulus. Vaginal secretions were 192 

collected from 7 adult female mice as previously described (McLean et al 2012, Scott et al 193 

2015), with DDW used as control stimulus. For general odors, commercial cinnamon and 194 

banana odorant were used. 195 

Resident intruder assay  196 

Intruder mice were sexually naive C57BL/6J females and males. A day prior to the 197 

experiment, female intruders were exposed to soiled male bedding in order to induce an 198 

estrous state. Resident male mice were introduced to the intruder in their home cage, and 199 

allowed to freely interact for 15 minutes. Social interaction was observed and recorded 200 
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using digital video cameras, and analyzed offline using the Observer software (Noldus). 201 

The following behavioral parameters were measured: olfactory investigation, sexual 202 

behavior, aggression and locomotion activity.  203 

Food finding assay 204 

Twenty-four hours prior to the experiment, food was removed from the home cage 205 

of the experimental mice and replaced with a small amount of food reward (one pine nut, 206 

~0.1gr), in order to avoid food neophobia during behavioral tests. Before each trial, a single 207 

pine nut was randomly placed at the bottom of a large clean cage (20x35x18cm) covered 208 

with 2cm of bedding. Mice were then individually placed in the cage for five minutes and 209 

latency to discover the buried food was measured and compared between groups (blocked, 210 

sham).   211 

cFos induction following urine exposure 212 

Urine was collected from 8-10 adult female mice in all stages of the estrous cycle. 213 

For control stimulus, double distilled water (DDW) was used. Animals were divided into 214 

three experimental groups: (1) sham+DDW, sham operated mice that were presented with 215 

200μl of DDW; (2) sham+urine, sham operated mice that were presented with 200μl of 216 

female urine; (3) blocked+urine, mice with surgically blocked NPDs that were presented 217 

with 200μl of female urine. The night prior to the experiment, mice were individually 218 

placed in an empty cage with clean bedding. On the day of the experiment, stimulus (either 219 

urine or DDW) was placed on a small, round (~5cm in diameter), transparent and open 220 

Petri dish and positioned in the middle of the experimental cage. Mice were allowed to 221 

freely explore the stimulus for 15 minutes.  222 

Immunocytochemistry 223 

One hour after stimulus presentation, mice were euthanized and perfused with cold 0.1M 224 

PBS followed by 4% PFA, as previously described (Scott et al 2015). The upper jaws of 225 

the mice were removed and examined to verify complete blocking of the ducts, as described 226 

above (see, Confirmation of NPDs obstruction). Brains were removed and post-fixed in 227 

4% PFA for 48 hours. Using a vibratome (Leica Microsystems Inc.), brains were sliced 228 
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into 30μm free-floating coronal sections. Sections were washed three times in 0.1M PBS 229 

and incubated for 30 minutes in a PBS/50% Methanol/0.32% HCL/1% H2O2 solution. 230 

After repeated washing in 0.1M PBS, slices were blocked using PBS/20% normal horse 231 

serum/0.2% Triton X-100 solution (1 hour), and incubated over night at 40C in rabbit anti-232 

cFos primary antibody solution (SC-52, 1:1,500, Santa Cruz Bio/technology, Santa Cruz, 233 

CA, USA). The following day, sections were again washed with 0.1M PBS and incubated 234 

in biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody solution (1:200; Vector Laboratories, 235 

Burlingame, CA, USA) for 1 hour. Sections were then processed in ABC reagent (Vector 236 

Laboratories) for 1.5 hours and stained with diamino benzidine (DAB, Sigma 237 

Laboratories). cFos expression was assessed on both hemispheres of 5 sections per 238 

anatomical area. All labeled cell nuclei within the borders of the neuroanatomical nucleus 239 

of interest were counted using the ImagePro Plus software. The absolute number of labeled 240 

cells was counted and divided by area size in each slice to receive density values of number 241 

of cells per mm2. Density values from all five slices were then averaged for every mouse. 242 

This was done separately for each of the following anatomical regions of interest: anterior 243 

medial amygdala (aMeA), posterior medial amygdala (pMeA), anterior piriform cortex 244 

(aPir) and posterior piriform cortex (pPir), all as indicated in the mouse brain atlas 245 

(Paxinos. & Franklin. 2003).  246 

Statistical Analysis 247 

All statistical analyses, unless stated otherwise, were performed by one-way or two-way 248 

ANOVA, followed by Fisher LSD post hoc comparisons as follows: Olfactory preference 249 

test was analyzed using two-way ANOVA with experimental group (sham/blocked) and 250 

stimulus (male/female) as main factors. For the florescence dye assay, latency to find the 251 

burried food, and social interactions in the resident intruder assay, groups (blocked, sham) 252 

were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test. Group data in the cFos counts was 253 

analyzed using one-way ANOVA (sham+DDW, sham+urine, blocked+urine). All 254 

statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA), 255 

and STATISTICA software (StatSoft Inc, Tulsa, Okla). Mice scoring ±2STD away from 256 

group’s average were excluded from the analysis. Results are presented as mean±SEM, 257 

and the appropriate significant results are reported in detail when p<0.05. 258 
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Results  259 

Micro-architecture of the NPDs presents continuous route between the nasal and oral 260 

cavities via the VNO 261 

To establish the role of the NPDs in mammalian chemosignaling, we first examined 262 

whether they remain an open passageway connecting the oral cavity with the murine VNO.  263 

We detected the outer location of the NPDs openings in the upper palate of a mouse, on the 264 

border between the soft and the hard palate (Figure 1A,B). Then, we utilized a high-265 

resolution micro-CT scanning technique with custom-designed methodology in order to 266 

reconstruct the complete 3-D morphological architecture of the nasal cavity and the 267 

nasopalatine ducts of mice (Figure 1 and supplementary Movies S1-3). The scans show 268 

that much like in reptiles, the murine NPDs constitute a direct passageway connecting the 269 

nasal cavity and the vomeronasal organ. The images show that the NPDs open at the 270 

posterior end of the VNO, engulf its bone-capsule and continue to the nasal cavity, while 271 

creating a clear route between the nasal cavity, the VNO and the mouth (Figure 1 and 272 

supplementary Movies S1-3). Specifically, the scans revealed a net of micro-tunnels 273 

(~100µm in diameter) which start at the nostrils and then branch into two main routs: one 274 

leads to the rear end of the nasal cavity, while the other leads to the VNO (Figure 1E). The 275 

tunnels reaching the VNO engulf it from all sides and connect directly to the NPDs, thus 276 

creating a continuous nostrils-VNO-mouth track (Figure 1C,D). In addition, unlike 277 

previous reports of a single anterior opening of the vomeronasal organ, we demonstrate 278 

here that another posterior opening in the VNO capsule is clearly visible in our CT images 279 

(Figure 1E). This opening connects directly to the observed network of micro-tunnels 280 

leading to the NPDs.    281 

The NPDs are required for the pumping mechanism of the VNO 282 

We then tested the hypothesis that the NPDs constitute a part of the active pumping 283 

mechanism that facilitates the flow of liquid-borne chemosignals to the receptor cell layer 284 

of the VNO (Eccles 1982, Meredith 1994). Considering the location of the ducts at the 285 

posterior part of the VNO, we speculated that they create a pathway for clearance of 286 

substance from the organ. To test this hypothesis we established a novel technique to 287 
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obstruct the NPDs without damaging the VNO or the oral and nasal cavities. To do so, we 288 

used a standard cautery unit and applied it to the oral entrances of the NPDs found in the 289 

upper palate of adult male mice (Figure 1A,B), until adhesion of the local soft tissues was 290 

observed (blocked group) (Figure 2C,D). As control, we defined a sham group, where the 291 

cautery forceps were placed on the upper palate just below the openings, and cauterization 292 

was applied to the adjacent palate tissue as in the blocked group (Figure 2A,B).  293 

To test whether such a procedure will indeed impair the VNO’s flow mechanism, 294 

we used a simple yet robust paradigm described in a study by Wisocky et al. (Wysocki et 295 

al 1980). We first allowed blocked and sham adult mice to sniff rhodamine-stained 296 

solution. We then measured the subsequent florescence levels in their VNO as an indication 297 

of the amount of substance to reach the lumen. In line with our hypothesis, the results show 298 

that all blocked mice presented an abnormal accumulation of dyed solution in their VNO 299 

(Figure 2E-H). Quantification of this signal revealed significantly higher levels of 300 

florescence in the VNO of blocked mice when compared to sham mice (nsham=7, nblocked=7, 301 

z=2.747, p=0.004; Figure 2H). This indicates that substances reaching the VNO are not 302 

properly cleared out in blocked mice, suggesting a malfunction in the  pumping mechanism 303 

of the VNO.  304 

Obstructing the NPDs impairs chemosignaling-evoked neuronal activation  305 

We next hypothesized that perturbation of the VNO’s pumping mechanism, via 306 

obstruction of the NPDs, can lead to deficits in VNO-mediated detection of chemosignals. 307 

Such impairment could be manifested in altered pheromone-evoked neuronal activity in 308 

brain regions involved in chemosignals processing. To directly test this notion, we first 309 

exposed male mice from both experiment groups (blocked and sham) to female urine 310 

(blocked+urine and sham+urine, respectively). An additional control group comprised of 311 

sham mice that were exposed only to distilled water (sham+DDW), as a measurement of 312 

cFos baseline activity. We measured neuronal activity levels in these groups by quantifying 313 

cFos immunoreactivity in the medial amygdala – a region known to be highly involved in 314 

the processing of chemosignals (Meredith & Westberry 2004, Petrulis 2013, Samuelsen & 315 

Meredith 2009a) and execution of social behaviors (Felix-Ortiz & Tye 2014, Shemesh et 316 

al 2016). We found that mice with blocked NPDs present significantly decreased neuronal 317 
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activity levels in the anterior and posterior MeA when compared to sham mice, following 318 

active investigation of female urine. Importantly, this reduction was not observed in the 319 

piriform cortex, which was used as a control region. (aMeA, n=23, F(2,20)=30.323, p<0.001; 320 

post-hoc p<0.01 for sham+urine vs. blocked+urine; pMeA, n=24, F(2,21)=11.652, p<0.001; 321 

post- hoc p<0.05 for sham+urine vs. blocked+urine; aPir, n=25, F(2,22)=9.724, p<0.001; 322 

p=0.9 for sham+urine vs. blocked+urine; pPir, F(2,22)=11.9942, p<0.001; p=0.88 for 323 

sham+urine vs. blocked+urine; Figure 3).  324 

NPDs are crucial for VNO-mediated social behaviors in male mice   325 

Direct impairments in VNO function were repeatedly shown to induce alterations 326 

in chemosignaling-dependent innate behaviors such as social interactions and sexual 327 

preference (Ben-Shaul et al 2010, Chamero et al 2007, Dulac & Torello 2003, Kimchi et 328 

al 2007, Leypold et al 2002). To assess whether obstruction of the NPDs is in itself 329 

sufficient to induce similar deficits, we conducted a battery of well-established behavioral 330 

assays designed to examine chemosignaling-related behaviors. We first examined the 331 

effects of blocking the NPDs on the innate preference of male mice for female 332 

chemosignals (Bean et al 1986, Beny-Shefer et al 2017, Beny & Kimchi 2016). We 333 

exposed both blocked and sham male mice to either saline, female urine or male urine 334 

stimuli, which were presented on opposite sides of their home cage (Figures S3). We then 335 

tested the preference of each mouse by quantifying the duration it spent sniffing each 336 

stimulus. The results reveal that sham mice presented robust preference for female urine 337 

over male urine, while blocked mice exhibited no such preference (nblocked=7, nsham=9. 338 

Fstimulus(1,14)=12.251; p=0.003; sham group: p<0.01 for sniffing female urine vs. sniffing 339 

male urine; blocked group: p=0.23 for the same comparison, figure 4A). 340 

As chemosignals are found not only in urine, but also in other body secretions such 341 

as saliva (Gröschl 2009, Loebel et al 2000) and vaginal secretions (Bell et al 2013), we 342 

further tested for alteration in evoked behavioral responses to these stimuli in control and 343 

NPDs manipulated mice. We found that while sham mice preferred to explore saliva 344 

extracted from males over that female saliva, blocked mice exhibit no sex-specific 345 

preference (nblocked=12, nsham=9. Fstimulus(1,19)=8.213; p<0.01; sham group: p<0.05 for 346 

exploring male saliva vs. exploring female saliva; blocked group: p=0.11 for the same 347 
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comparison, Figure 4B). A similar effect was observed for exploration of vaginal secretion 348 

as sham mice showed a preference trend for exploring social chemosignal over a neutral 349 

stimulus (i.e. saline), while blocked mice did not show any clear preference. (nblocked=12, 350 

nsham=10. Fstimulus(1,20)=4.652; p<0.05; sham group: p<0.08 for exploring vaginal secretions 351 

vs. saline; blocked group: p=0.253 for the same comparison; Figure 4C) 352 

The VNO detects not only conspecific cues, but also danger interspecific signals 353 

such as molecules emitted from predators (known as karimones) (Papes et al 2010). We 354 

found that while control mice tend to avoid predator signals (rat-soiled bedding, in 355 

comparison to clean bedding), blocked mice did not behaviorally distinguish between the 356 

two stimuli, thus lacking the innate chemosignals-mediated predator avoidance response 357 

(nblocked=9, nsham=8. For exploration duration: Fstimulus X group(1,15)=5.303; p=0.036; sham 358 

group: p<0.05 for sniffing predator bedding vs. clean bedding; blocked group: p=0.317 for 359 

the same comparison; Figure 4D). 360 

Finally, to examine the effect of NPDs obstruction on free social interactions, we 361 

introduced mice from the different groups to both male and female intruders, and tested 362 

the duration of subsequent social exploration, sexual and aggressive behavior. We found 363 

that NPDs-blocked mice spend significantly more time investigating a female intruder 364 

compared to sham mice. In addition, the NPDs-blocked mice exhibited significantly lower 365 

locomotion activity in the presence of a female intruder (i.e. cage exploration), compared 366 

to sham mice (nsham=8, nblocked=12, for exploration duration: z=2.469, p<0.05, Figure 5A; 367 

for locomotion activity duration: z=-3.41, p<0.01, Figure 5C). No differences were found 368 

in the duration of sexual behavior (nsham=8, nblocked=12, z=0.99, p=0.316; Figure 5B). When 369 

conducting the same experiment but with male intruders, we found no differences in any 370 

parameter of social behavior between the mice with obstructed NPDs mice and control 371 

littermates (Figure S1).  372 

To control for the specificity of the observed behavioral responses to VNO-373 

mediated behaviors, we conducted an additional set of behavioral assays designed to test 374 

for possible alterations in main-olfactory related behaviors (Fleming et al 2018, Vinograd 375 

et al 2017, Wilson et al 2006). First, we tested for changes in olfactory preference to non-376 

social odors (cinnamon / banana), and found no differences in preference for these odors 377 

between the control and experiment groups (nblocked=9, nsham=9. For duration: 378 
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Ftreatment(1,16)=0.014; p=0.99; banana: p=0.8 for sham vs. blocked; cinnamon: p=0.81 for the 379 

same comparison; Figure S2A,B). Next, we conducted a buried food-finding assay (Le 380 

Pichon et al 2009), where mice are placed in a cage with a hidden pine-nut that offers only 381 

olfactory cues for its location. No differences were found between groups in their latency 382 

to retrieve the concealed nut (nsham=14, nblocked=9, z=0.535, p=0.59. Figure S2C). Taken 383 

together, these results indicate no effect of obstructing the NPDs on main olfactory odor 384 

sensing. 385 
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Discussion 386 

The nasopalatine ducts are widely accepted as an integral part of the 387 

chemosignaling system in reptiles, creating the main route for pheromone transfer to the 388 

VNO. In mammals, and specifically in rodents, chemosignals are reported to reach the 389 

VNO through the nose by active sniffing (Shimp et al 2003, Wohrmann-Repenning 1980, 390 

Wohrmann-Repenning 1993). The question arises as to which role, if any, do the 391 

nasopalatine ducts play in the murine chemosignaling system. Our findings describe, for 392 

the first time, a functional role for the NPDs in facilitating substance flow to the mouse 393 

VNO. Based on high-resolution CT scans we report that the NPDs create a continuous 394 

route between the nostrils, the VNO and the mouth. Using in-vivo florescence tracing we  395 

demonstrated abnormal accumulation of fluids in the VNO following obstruction of the 396 

ducts, indicating that the mammalian NPDs constitute a route for substance clearing from 397 

the VNO.  398 

Obstruction of the NPDs alone, with no perturbations of the VNO or the nasal 399 

pathway, resulted in prominent deficits in chemosignaling-evoked behavioral phenotypes. 400 

Specifically, NPDs-obstructed male mice lacked the innate preference towards female 401 

pheromones, a deficit that was observed in mice with surgically or genetically ablated VNO 402 

(Bean et al 1986, Kimchi et al 2007, Martinez-Garcia et al 2009, Nyby et al 1985, 403 

Pankevich et al 2004, Stowers et al 2002, Stowers & Logan 2010). Mice with ablated VNO 404 

also present an abnormally increased olfactory investigation behavior, a phenotype we 405 

have demonstrated as well in NPD obstructed mice.  Moreover, NPDs-obstructed mice 406 

present impairments in sexual discrimination tasks (Bímová et al 2009, Byatt & Nyby 407 

1986, Gröschl 2009), and showed no predator avoidance behavior (Blanchard et al 1998), 408 

indicating deficits in pheromone processing. However, NPDs-obstructed mice did not 409 

show any deficits in sexual behavior towards females, or in aggressive behavior towards 410 

males, unlike genetically or surgically ablated VNO mice (Dulac & Kimchi 2007, Leypold 411 

et al 2002, Stowers et al 2002).  412 

The medial amygdala plays a crucial role in processing of social and predator 413 

signals detected by the VNO (Beny & Kimchi 2014, Bergan et al 2014, Chen & Hong 414 

2018, Mohrhardt et al 2018). Here, we showed a significant reduction of neuronal activity 415 

(measured by cFos immunoreactivity) in the medial amygdala following NPDs 416 
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obstruction, consistent with previous studies showing reductions in cFos expression 417 

following surgical removal of the VNO (Kondo et al 2003, Samuelsen & Meredith 2009b), 418 

further indicating that NPDs obstruction significantly impairs the function of the VNO. 419 

It is well established that chemosignaling molecules enter the VNO lumen via an 420 

active pumping mechanism (Eccles 1982, Meredith 1994, Wysocki et al 1980). This 421 

repetitive pumping action requires both the active insertion and the active expulsion of 422 

chemosignals to/from the VNO. Considering this notion and our current results, we suggest 423 

that the murine NPDs are an essential component in this pump as they facilitate substance 424 

outflow from the VNO. This evacuation of fluids is crucial in order to enable the entrance 425 

of additional chemosignals into the VNO and the repetitive motion of the pump. Blocking 426 

the NPDs severely obstructs this continuous flow, leading the mechanism to impairments. 427 

Such obstruction will lead to deficits in pheromone processing and associated behavioral 428 

responses, as demonstrated by our behavioral and neuronal analysis. These results resemble 429 

some of the impairments observed in VNO ablated mice, although NPDs obstruction does 430 

not completely abolish VNO functioning, as some behavioral deficits found in VNO 431 

ablated mice were not found in our study. It should be noted, however, that while our 432 

findings indicate that the NPDs are a route for substance expulsion from the VNO, we 433 

cannot directly rule out that they might also constitute an inward route to the VNO for 434 

chemosignals collected through the oral cavity as is the case of reptiles. Nevertheless, our 435 

findings indicate a conserved functional role of the NPDs in murine chemosignaling, 436 

similar to reptiles.  437 
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Figure 1. The mouse nasopalatine ducts facilitates substance flow through the VNO; 591 

(A) Schematic illustration of the oral cavity of an adult mouse. Location of the oral 592 

openings of the nasopalatine ducts is indicated by a black rectangle. (B) Image of the upper 593 

palate of a mouse. Arrows in the oral cavity indicate the two openings of the NPDs. (C,D,E) 594 

High-resolution micro computerized tomography (micro-CT) imaging of the mouse snout; 595 

(C) sagittal, (D) coronal and (E) transverse planes of a micro-CT scan (10µm resolution). 596 

Openings of the NPDs are filled with metallic high-contrast substance shown in white. The 597 

micro-CT scan revealed a complex network of pathways connecting the nasal cavity with 598 

the oral cavity and the VNO (indicated by dotted lines. see supplementary Movies S1-3). 599 

D-dorsal, V-ventral, A-anterior, P-posterior; VNO - vomeronasal organ; MOE - main 600 

olfactory epithelium; NPDs - nasopalatine ducts. Scale bar: 1mm. 601 

 602 

Figure 2. Obstruction of the NPDs leads to liquid accumulation in the VNO (A,B,C,D) 603 

Coronal section through the snout and upper palate of a mouse with intact (A,B) or 604 

cauterized (C,D) NPDs, stained with standard HE staining. Rectangles in panels A,C are 605 

enlarged in panels B,D respectively. Black arrows indicate the oral openings of the NPDs. 606 

(E) Whole mount untreated VNO as seen under bright illumination. (F,G) Representative 607 

images of the VNO extracted from sham (F) and blocked (G) mice, following active nasal 608 

inhalation of rhodamine-tagged (red) liquid. Excess accumulating of liquid can be seen in 609 

the VNO of the blocked group. (H) Quantification of florescence signals in VNO following 610 

rhodamine treatment in sham (red) and blocked (yellow) groups. Dashed black line 611 

represent baseline mean optical density measured in control sham mice that did not receive 612 

any rhodamine (blank). Scale bar: 1mm. ** p<0.01. a.u. - arbitrary units. 613 

 614 

Figure 3. Blocking the NPDs results in significantly decreased neuronal activity in the 615 

vomeronasal system; (A) Representative images of cFos staining in coronal section of 616 

sham+urine (left panels), blocked+urine (middle panels) and sham+DDW (right panels) 617 

mice. Anatomical areas of interest are outlined in black. Insets depict areas outlined by 618 

dotted rectangles. (B) Quantification of cFos reactivity in secondary chemosignal 619 
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processing brain regions. Blocked male mice exposed to female urine presented decreased 620 

neuronal activity when compared to sham mice. aMeA - anterior medial amygdala; pMeA 621 

– posterior medial amygdala; aPir - anterior piriform cortex; pPir - posterior piriform 622 

cortex. Scale bar: 500µm, inset: 100µm. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 623 

 624 

Figure 4. NPDs obstruction induces alterations in VNO-mediated responses. Mean 625 

duration of olfactory investigation in sham and blocked male mice presented with: (A) 626 

male/female conspecific urine, (B) male/female saliva, (C) female vaginal fluids, (D) 627 

predator bedding. Blocked mice presented significantly decreased preference for 628 

exploration of various chemosignals.   #p=0.08, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 629 

 630 

Figure 5. Obstruction of the NPDs induces specific impairments in VNO-mediated 631 

social behaviors. Significant alterations in social investigation (A) and in locomotion 632 

activity (C) in the presence of an intruder female, without detectable impairments in sexual 633 

behavior (B), in male mice with obstructed NPDs (blocked) vs. controls (sham). NS=not 634 

significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01. 635 

 636 

Supplementary Figure S1. Obstruction of the NPDs did not affect VNO-mediated 637 

social behaviors toward males. Mean duration of (A) social investigation (B) aggression 638 

and (C) locomotion of male mice with obstructed NPDs (blocked) presented with an 639 

intruder male did not differ from control (sham) mice. 640 

 641 

Supplementary Figure S2. Male mice with NPDs obstruction present intact MOE-642 

mediated olfactory investigation. Preference for: (A) banana odor and (B) cinnamon 643 

odor. (C) Duration to find buried food in a buried food finding assay. No differences were 644 

found between blocked and sham groups. 645 

 646 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Experimental set-up of the urine olfactory preference assay. 647 

Two applicators containing the different stimuli (circled in red) were attached to opposite 648 

walls of the mouse home cage. Mice were allowed to freely investigate the two cotton tips 649 

for five minutes in each trial. 650 

 651 

Supplementary Movie 1. Micro-CT 3D-reconstruction of the mouse snout: Coronal plane 652 

(from anterior to posterior). 653 

 654 

Supplementary Movie 2. Micro-CT 3D-reconstruction of the mouse snout: Transverse 655 

plane (from ventral to dorsal). 656 

 657 

Supplementary Movie 3. Micro-CT 3D-reconstruction of the mouse snout: Sagittal plane 658 

(from medial to lateral). 659 
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